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I grabbed the Method Wood for Good Polish from my cupboard, and when I began to do
research on it, I learned that Method is actually a Bcorporation, which I had no idea about! I’m
super glad that my parents bought this product! So instead, I decided to look at the ingredients
in a Windex bottle, the results of which were not as good.

One of the chemicals in Windex was 2-Hexoxyethanol. According to haz-map.com, it can
absorb CNS depression, kidney injury, irritation of skin, eyes, and the respiratory system, and, if
absorbed through the skin, can have effects on blood. It’s used in cleaning products in order to
remove dirt by surrounding these particles, therefore loosening them, and making it easier to be
removed by a washcloth.

A sustainable alternative is the brand Citra, which uses acetic acid, vinegar, water, decyl
glucoside, and citrus aurantium dulcis peel oil. The last ingredient is known to cause skin
irritation, and potentially respiratory effects, but compared to other brands, the product is safe.

To make a glass cleaner, one needs ½ gallon of hot water, two tablespoons of vinegar, and 10
drops of essential oil. I used mint - my room smelled so nice afterward! It worked just as well as
the Windex! (I posted videos of me making it and me testing it on Instagram since I don’t have
enough storage on the file) I was scared that it would be streaky, but it wasn’t at all! And it took
so little time to make! I used an old method bottle to hold it so we wouldn’t have to buy another
container, and we would not have to throw it away!

I used Procreate, a drawing app, to draw a tutorial on what I did!






